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Features, Advantages & Benefits

As sales people we can find ourselves becoming focused on the detail of what we do or what we offer

our prospects or clients. However, when we are in the buying seat actually we start to think about

what the product or service will do for us. These

product or service and answer the questi

features.

What these features do for the client or prospect are known as advantages

client gains from using your product or service

the product or service will do for our prospect or client rather than get lost in the detail of how it will do

it.

 FEATURE: A positive fact that sets your

 ADVANTAGE: A specific

 BENEFIT: What your fact

For example

Can you think of some features, advantages and benefits for a green apple?

fun and creativity. Notice there are no wrong or right answers here. The best benefits are

that engage the client!

Feature

Beautiful bright green

Taste sweet and juicy

Fresh
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Features, Advantages & Benefits

As sales people we can find ourselves becoming focused on the detail of what we do or what we offer

our prospects or clients. However, when we are in the buying seat actually we start to think about

what the product or service will do for us. These details are often connected to the function of the

product or service and answer the questions around “how does it work”. These are known as

What these features do for the client or prospect are known as advantages and benefits are what the

t gains from using your product or service. As a sales person our job is to primarily focus on what

the product or service will do for our prospect or client rather than get lost in the detail of how it will do

A positive fact that sets your product/service apart from others’.

A specific example that supports your fact.

your fact or example gains the prospect.

Can you think of some features, advantages and benefits for a green apple? Remember to allow

Notice there are no wrong or right answers here. The best benefits are

Advantage Benefit

These apples are as green as
emerald isle itself

Look great in your

They are so sweet my children
don’t need to eat sweets

Pleasurable eating experience

Apples come straight from the
trees to the market this week.

More healthy for you
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VAT & are estimates until signed off by both parties. E&OE.

As sales people we can find ourselves becoming focused on the detail of what we do or what we offer

our prospects or clients. However, when we are in the buying seat actually we start to think about

are often connected to the function of the

These are known as

and benefits are what the

As a sales person our job is to primarily focus on what

the product or service will do for our prospect or client rather than get lost in the detail of how it will do

product/service apart from others’.

Remember to allow for

Notice there are no wrong or right answers here. The best benefits are the ones

Benefit

Look great in your fruit bowl

Pleasurable eating experience

More healthy for you


